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STATEMENT OF THE PROJECT 

To design a hotel to fulfill the 

common needs of the guest while at the 

same time accomodating their individual 

desires is the challenge I wish to meet in 

this thesis. I chose to design a hotel 

because, to me, residing in a hotel is 

part of the adventure and intrique that 

comes with traveling into a new city and 

a new environment. I expect to accomplish 

academically a better understanding of the 

urban sense of space and form. 

I hope to design a functional, attrac

tive urban setting that includes creative 

spatial views of richness and variety to 

simplicity and clarity of space. Specifi

cally, I hope to design a hotel catering 

to both the performers and patrons of a 

nearby cultural arts center. 



GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

Conceptual 

To design a hotel convention facility 

that will attract international and 

national conventions. 

To link the hotel clients with the 

Arts District. 

To provide a sense of space integrated 

with the urban setting. 

To be sensitive of the surrounding 

urban building. 

Physical 

To improve the pedestrian environment 

To provide the hotel rooms with in

teresting views. 

To provide a variety of retail shops 

that have character. 

To design the hotel circulation in 

a comprehendable plan. 
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The hotel industry distinguishes be

tween three types of hotels. 

The resort hotel - designed for longer 
stays and often located near local 
beaches or mountainsides. 

The tourist hotel - usually located 
near natural wonders, historic sites, 
entertainment, or other features that 
attract visitors. 

The businessman's hotel - built almost 
anywhere that business is transacted. 

It is the last two, the tourist and 

businessman's hotels, that interest us 

here. For the designer, they offer an 

exceptional challenge in that they stretch 

imagination and creativity as few other 

building types do. However, some overlap 

exists. Resort hotels cater to convent

ions and urban hotels cater to vacation

ers . (International Resorts, p. 129). 

PAST HISTORY 

The hotels known to Americans of the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth cen

turies were large, elegantly fitted houses 

of commercial hospitality, where the best 

in food, drink and comfortable lodgings 

were available to the general public. 

The fast growth of the railroads vast

ly increased the total of American travel 

and, for the first time in history, made 

travel a leisure undertaking. 

Hosting many banquets and balls, the 

hotels became the focal points of social 

life as well as the setting for many poli

tical encounters. (McGinty, p. 13) 
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Woodcut of the Grand Court 
of the Palace Hotel in 
San Francisco in 1878. 

Source: Interiors, Nov. 1978, p. 97 

PRESENT 

"Perhaps never has corporate success 

been so thoroughly based on architecture -

and, more particularly, on architectural 

space - as that of the Hyatt Hotel chain. 

The company has built its identity, 

and much of its advertising, around an 

architectural image and experience. It 

is, of course, the soaring atrium lobby, 

which combines such 20th century hype as 

glass elevators and revolving restaurants 

with some of urbanity of 19th century 

squares and plazas." 

Replete with sculpture, planting and 

usually water, providing places to eat, 

drink, shop or simply be seen, these over

sized, light-filled spaces look like extra

vagant state sets: total environment, 

total experience and excitement. (Dean, 

p. 65) 

• N 
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New Orleans 22-story atrium lobby attempts 
to convey a 'carnival spirit' with flashy 
supergraphics and restaurants featuring 
Creole and jazz. 

Source: AIA Journal, July 1978, p. 68. 

The occurrence of hotel chain fran

chises has risen quite rapidly in recent 

years and we can expect the rise to con

tinue. Three major reasons for this are: 

Capital requirements - The chains have 
the financial resources available for 
construction, as well as the credit 
with the banks for long-term financ
ing. 

Management skills - The chains are in 
a better position to attract persons 
with managerial experience and retain 
them. 

Marketing chains have become associated 
with an identifiable standard of qual
ity and service in the consumer's mind. 
(Sommer, p. 9) 



FUTURE 

Project yourself into the 21st century. 

Here's a picture of how the world looks. 

The population of the United States is 
now 245 million people. 

Most people live in the city and take 
the long drive downtown from the su
burbs . A trend away from single-
family homes persists, due to the high 
cost of housing. 

The average family income in the year 
2000 A.D. exceeds $25,000 (in 1977 
dollars). However, because of higher 
prices for goods and services, living 
standards are not necessarily better. 

Most diseases are curable. Pollution 
is minimal. Education is a life-long 
endeavor; and cultural programs are as 
popular as sports. 

Exploration of space and ocean is a 
common occurrence. Telecommunications 
ties the world more closely together. 

The persons born in the baby boom from 
1947 to 1957 are between 20 and 30 
years old today and will be in their 
mid-forties by the next century. That 
group is 46 percent larger than that 
of persons bom in the preceding 10 
years. (Sommer, p. 5). 

All evidence seems to point to a steady 

growth in hotel and restaurant business, 

primarily supported by steady growth in 

the age groups and family-income groups 

that are the major source of hotel and res

taurant customers. Travel will continue 

and people away from home will need food 

and shelter. The fact that persons most 

likely to have the time, resources, and 

need to purchase food and lodging are also 

destined to be the most populous in the 

next 25 years can only boost the hospital

ity business. (Sommer, p. 5) 

Trends that have developed in recent 

years in family living styles will continue 

to dominate during the next 20 years. In

dividualism in lifestyles will carry over 

to the purchase of goods and services so 

that the hotel business must be prepared 

for a much more informal customer, whose 

taste is individual and well-defined. 

In technological developments front 

service may well vanish and it is probable 

that the transfer of baggage will be trans

ported automatically to and from curbside. 

Once a guest has been registered, the name 

will be entered into a central telephone-

system computer than handles incoming calls 

automatically, thus removing the need for 

operators. 
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Hotels constructed in the next twenty-

five years will be similar physically to 

those of today except that they will con

tain more built-in recreation facilities 

and many more security and energy controls 

(Sommer, p. 5) 

As for the future of the grand atrium, 

the hotel lobby will become physically 

smaller but less dramatic an environment. 

It stands to reason that when a hole is 

carved out of a structure, to create a 

magnificent space, the service has to 

suffer in terms of distances. Having to 

move luggage and service carts such dis

tances is hard on the carpets and person

nel. (End, pp. 96-97.) 



DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS: 

Dallas 

In the beginning, Dallas was like any 

other frontier settlement in the north cen

tral portion of the Republic of Texas. It 

had no special advantages in natural re

sources or geography to guide its destiny. 

Its development into a metropolitan commu

nity has been due in large to an aggressive 

spirit generated among its early residents. 

Population 

America's ninth largest metropolitan 

area. Net migration has accounted for over 

40% of the population growth in the past 

decade. 

Employment 

Over 1.4 million workers, the largest 

work force in the South and Southwest. One 

of the lowest work stoppage rates in the 

United States. 

Cost of Living 

Lowest among the nation's major metro

politan areas. Per capita income is 237o 

above the United States average. 

Economy 

A growing community with a stable 

economy that has been known for its high 

economic performance during periods of na

tional recession. 

Transportation 

Central location, favorable conditions, 

and the largest airport in the United 

States has made Dallas/Fort Worth the lead

ing transportation center in the Southwest. 

Financial Center 

228 commercial banks with a total re

source of over $18 billion. Total deposits 

rank 7th nationally. With two of the larg

est banks in the South and Southwest. 

Education 

30 four year colleges and universities 

23 two year junior colleges. 

Lifestyle 

Dallas is rated as one of the best 

locations in the nation to live and work 

by MBA executives. (Economic Development 

Department) 
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STANDARD METROPOLITAN 
STATISTICAL AREA 
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I Dailas/Ft. Worth - SMSA 

WW^ Dallas County 

City Of Dallas 

This map shows the size of 
Dallas/Ft. Worth - SMSA 

Source: Housing and the Future of Down
town Dallas. March 1975, Plate Rl 

MARKET DE>4ANDS 

The demand for hotel services and ac

commodations in the Vineyard District may 

be generated by many activities which draw 

visitors, tourists, business and investment 

to the area. 

Activity 

Business 

Convention 

Culture 

Economic 

Example: 

. 61,842 business establish
ments, 4,942 m.anufacturers 
and 

. a Civilian Labor Force 
1,519,100 

. three convention centers 
710,000 square foot 
Convention Center 
214,000 sqaure foot 
Market Hall 
312,000 square foot 
State Fair facility 

. over 1,750,000 convention 
delegates annually 

. 27,000 first-class, hotel 
rooms 

. Dallas Symphony Orchestra 

. Dallas Civic Opera 

. Shakespeare Festival 

. Dallas Theater Center 

. Dallas Ballet 

. World Trade Center 

. one of the world's larg
est international cotton 
markets 

. Banking Center 



Institutional 

Recreation 

Religion 

Travel 

Source 

largest wholesale mer
chandise mart in the 
world. 

27 4-year degree-grant
ing institutions 
7 coramiinity colleges 
14,127 hospital beds 
19,360 nursing home beds 
10 nursing schools 

Dallas Cowboys - Profes
sional Football 
Dallas Tornado - Profes
sional Soccer 
Texas Rangers - Profes
sional Baseball 
World Championship Tennis 
Finals 
more than 30 public and 
private golf courses 
boating and fishing 

more than 1,200 Juduic/ 
Christian churches and 
synagogues 
Dallas is a diocean head
quarters for Roman Catho
lic and Episcopal church
es . 

. Dallas-Fort Worth Region
al Airport, serviced by 
nearly 15 commercial 
airlines 

. 9 railroads including 
Amtrack 

. 5 bus lines 

. municipally owned bus 
transit system 

Convention and Visitor Bureau. 
Dallas The City, Dallas: 1980. 

PROJECTED PLANNING DEVELOPMENTS 

The Vineyard Neighborhood, roughly 

bounded on the north by Cedar Springs Road 

and on the south by McKinney Avenue, has 

been the focus of study for protective 

zoning and design controls. The Vineyard 

Association requested the study because 

zoning on adjacent properties in the Vine

yard allows high-rise development that is 

incompatible to natural character of the 

area. The developers have planned four to 

nine-story condominium buildings on the 

McKinney Avenue side, escalating to twenty-

story condominium towers near Cedar Springs 

Road. 

The Vineyard Association has recently 

worked with the City to change McKinney 

from a proposed six-lane thoroughfare to a 

streetscape design oriented to a pedestrian, 

restaurant, and small shop character. 

(Dunsavage, pp. 1,7) 
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PLANNING DEVELnP^Tr::TF 

PROPOSED HIGH-RISE 
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 

(21 ACRES) 

l^alta1 Morning Nfwt: Ciif tioiirr 

Map shows site of La Tour tower near Quadrangle. 

The new development being 
built around the Quadrangle'̂ '' 

The Arts District in the northeastern 

quadrant of the CBD has proposed cultural 

facilities for a new museum, symphony hall, 

and performing arts center. This area will 

principally be a night-time activity center 

and should heavily focus design criteria on 

the night-time image and security aspects. 

(Brown, pp. 7, 11) 

'''"Source: Brown, Steve. The Dallas Morning 
News, February 4, 1981, Sec. B, 
p. 7. 
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Proposed Development in 
in the area of the site. 
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PEARL PORTAL PARK 

PORTAL PARK 
FBOMWOODALL RODGERS FREE'.VAY 

The Portal Park area is a space quite 

different from typical Central Business 

District Streets. Its primary purpose is 

to identify a main entrance into the C.B.D. 

The image of Dallas is essentially that of 

a twentieth century city, all the materials 

colors and forms of the Portal Parks will 

be contemporary in character. 

Design elements being developed for 

the streetscape system, are: 

Lighting 

Surface Elements 

Cover Elements 

Furniture 

Special Elements 

C.B.D. FRAMEWORK 

^ . ^ 
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This map shows the relationship 
of the Arts District and 

Pearl Street Portal to the site. 

Source: Dallas Central Business District 
Streetscape, April, 1980, p. /. 
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"1. CBD Entrance Symbol 

The major obelisk marks the entrance 

into the CBD. This major entry pylon is 

visually significant from the freeway and 

also from Pearl Boulevard to the north of 

the portal park. The obelisk is sited at 

the center line of Munger Street in anti

cipation of the development of the Arts 

District in establishing a visual terminus 

to this potential corridor. 

2. Light Pylon Colonnade 

Light pylons that line the entrance 

approaching the major obelisk provide gen

eral illumination to the edges of Live Oak 

groves. These evergreen trees frame the 

portal to the CBD." (Myrick, p. 23) 

Q 

WOOOALL ROOGERS 

u i 

Source Dallas Central Business District 
Streetscape, April, 1980, p. 23. 
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT EXPENDITURES 
1967 and 1972 BOND PROGRAMS 
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Design Or Site Acquisition 

Sffit-••••.. Construction 

Pearl Street is in the process of 
improved and beautified all the way 
through Downtown and to the site. 

Source: Housing and the future of Down
town Dallas, Marcy 1975, Plate R4 
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METAPHYSICAL ORIGIN 

Oak Lawn Community 

The cosmopolitan Oak Lawn area was one 

of the first suburbs to the north of Dallas 

but the metropolis soon left it behind as 

new residents moved further out of the 

city. This quaint area is much too con

venient to downtown, to all major express

ways , and to the market centers - to let 

it fall into urban decay. Developers and 

City Planners are in the process of revi

talizing the area, so that a new young 

look to the district is characterized by 

the renovation of old hotels into high-

rise apartment and condominium units, 

specialty retail shops, and nightlife. The 

Oak Lawn area is especially attractive to 

singles who work in the downtown area and 

play at night. 

Oak Lawn is the home of many archi

tectural and interior design firms because 

of its location near the market center. 

The artistic atmosphere is urban-bohemian, 

and lively. The area has the distinct at

mosphere of a suburban neighborhood with 

large trees that line the streets of old 

homes. 

Nestled away among beautiful parks, 

including Lee Park, Turtle Creek, and 

Reverchon Park, are some of the city's 

finest restaurants and the luxurious Man

sion Hotel, operated by the 21 Club of New 

York. It's a neighborhood with character 

that has something for everyone. (Dawson, 

p. 68). 
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STANDARD STATISTICAL COMMUNITIES 

City Of Dallas 

' CBD 

Ihis Map Locates the 
Oak Lawn Community 

Source: Housing and the Future of Down
town Dallas, March 1975, Plate R5. 

Neighborhood 

The Vineyard neighborhood, roughly 

bounded by Cedar Springs Road on the north 

and McKinney Avenue on the south, is a dis

tinct urban environment with its own char

acter in the Oak Lawn Community The 

Quadrangle, a contemporary shopping plaza, 

is the nucleus of the neighborhood. The 

multitude of boutiques, restaurants, spec

ialty shops, and offices create an urban 

village atmosphere. 

The State-Thomas neighborhood, located 

immediately north of Central Business Dis

trict, is bounded by McKinney Avenue, Hall 

Street, North Central Expressway, Uoodall 

Rodgers Freeway and Peal Street. 

The State-Thomas area is considered by 

the residents to be one of the oldest and 

most historic communities v/ithin the City 

of Dallas. They also feel that the pre

dominant single-family residential charact

er is in danger due to the changes in the 

adjacent areas. The residents wish to pre

serve, restore, and beautify the neighbor

hood to continue their cultural heritage 

(Department of Urban Planning, p. 14). 
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LOCATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

This map locates the Vineyard and 
State Thomas Neighborhood in 
relationship to the site. 

Source: State-Thomas A Neighborhood Study. 
Jan. 1979, Figure 8. 

SU14MARY 

It is quite evident that from the 

past and present trends in the hotel busi

ness the atrium is here to stay. The size 

of the atriiam may diminish to more of a 

urban scale while still keeping the excite

ment and intrigue of the space. 

Dallas presently has a very healthy 

economy that is growing at an alarming 

rate. Major corporations from all over the 

nation are moving into the Dallas area and 

making it their national headquarters. 

The new development in the neighbor

hood can only make a grand influence upon 

the area. The condominium development 

around the Quadrangle will intensify the 

pedestrian traffic hov/ever, the tall build

ings may have an adverse effect upon the 

urban character and scale of the neighbor

hood. The night life of the neighborhood 

is going to be greatly enhanced by the 

prestigious presence of the new cultural 

facilities. The Arts District will set 

standards and a scale for the surrounding 

urban environment. 

The location and atmosphere of the 

neighborhood enriches the development of a 

hotel upon the site. 

17 



PRIMARY ACTIVITY: ARRIVAL 

Quantitative - 12 sq. ft. per room 

Secondary Activities: 

Entry Transition 

The transition from the street to 
the interior which will include 
vertical and horizontal movement. 

A well lighted area for the loading 
and unloading of people from vehi
cles . 

The loading area is to be large 
enough for six or eight cars and 
away from the direct flow of traf
fic. 

Parking 
The parking entry and exit should 
be designed so that it will be 
easily found. 

On site parking facilities adds a 
convenience to the hotel complex 
but should be visually removed. 

Off-site parking is available if 
needed. 

Circulation 
The first impression of the lobby 
is to be a lasting one so this 
space should be exciting and enjoy
able. 
Vertical and horizontal circulation 
paths are located here. 

VJaiting 

Conversational atmosphere 

Transition of people moving around 

People are attracted to nodes 

Attributes 
comfortable and relaxing furnish
ings 
sets the mood for the hotel 

visual connection with the multi 
levels of the building. 

Registration 
Quest reception and registration -
computer check-in 

Transfer of keys, mail, and messages 

Future: automatic baggage transferal 

Future: register name and number in
to the central telephone-system 
computer. 

Attributes 

reception must be immediately 
visible upon entry. 

mail should be out of sight of 
the guest. 

Human Needs - Qualitative 

protection - a canopy over the en
trance will provide shelter from 
wind and rain. 

Security - lighting used to accent
uate the entrance provides greater 
security and safety. 

18 



ACTIVITY 



Comfort - a vestibule provides a 
transition zone between the external 
and internal conditions to permit 
gradual adjustment. 

TENTATIVE OPTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

Enir&nce m^ 

UJiLifif^^ 

r 
of people 

•r • 
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SITE ACTIVITY LOCATION 

PArkir><p 4 V 

Arrivdl 

HoUi 

f'6.th'in(t 

The arrival location on the site should 
be easily recognized from the street. 

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: DINING 

Quantitative - 36 sq. ft. per room 

Secondary Activities; 

Entry/Waiting 

Patrons should not have to enter the 
restaurant through the bar. 

The first impression should be a 
pleasant, relaxing experience. 

The waiting areas should have plea
sant views and intimate conversa
tional areas. 

Coat hanging should be located in 
this area. 

Cashier 

To receive payment for the meals 
only by the waiter. 

To be located near the waiter's 
station. 

To be visually removed from the 
dining area. 
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Eating 

A flexible seating arrangement is 
needed. 

Screening, separation, from bad 
views, noise and harsh light is de
sirable. 

Take advantage of good views - pools, 
gardens or vistas 

Lighting is an important design fea
ture - emphasis towards the red 
spectrum in lighting 

Furniture must complement the theme 
and decor of the restaurant. 

Waiter's traffic patterns should 
allow for the minimum amount of 
steps wasted. 

Attributes 

the cooking and dining must re
main separate visually, but close 
in proximity. 

tables should be arranged so that 
intimacy can be maintained be
tween patrons 

TENTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

Qualitative Human Needs 

Metabolism - Food is a basic need of 

everyone and the quantity and qual

ity of meals dictate the seating 

capacity of the operation. 

Expression - Expression involves a 

basic need to share thoughts and 

feelings, and no where is talking 

more stimulating than at the dinner 

table. 
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Comfort - Comfort is essential in the 

creation of mood and atmosphere. 

Obnoxious odors must be isolated 

and ventilated, while a comfortable 

air movement should be maintained 

in the dining room. 

SITE ACTIVITY LOCATION 

Group Ac-h'^i^*/ Di 'min^ 

tioiel MoiJm^ 

ShopptnS 

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: DRINKING OF BEVERAGES 

Quantitative - 14 sq. ft. per room 

Secondary Activities: 

Entry 

Should be accessible from the dining 
room 

The number of people entering must 
be controllable. 

The portal should encourage people 
to come in. 

Conservation 

A relaxing atmosphere 

The furnishings and lighting shall 
create an atmosphere conducive to 
conversation. 

Furniture groupings can be used to 
separate activities. 

Amusement Games 

Should be confined to an acoustical
ly treated area. 

Patrons may be waiting for someone, 
or to go eat dinner. 

Dancing 

The dance floor shall be small in 
area to inhibit the patrons to drink 
more 

Music and light control booth shall 
be located within visual distance of 
the dance floor. 
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Mixing of Drinks 

Bar counters are the focal point of 
attraction and must reflect the 
character of the decor. 

Acoustic consideration is needed to 
reduce sound transmission from work 
areas. 

Controlled access to the supporting 
service areas and equipment. 

TENTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

Coc 
0 

^ 
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PRIMARY ACTIVITY: COOKING 

Quantitative - 24 sq. ft. per room 

Secondary Activities: 

Food Preparation 

Sinks and refrigerators shall be 
accessible to the preparation, cook
ing and service areas. 

Special design consideration should 
be in this area. 

The chef's office must have complete 
visual control over the kitchen. 

Excessive space causes unnecessary 
walking time. 

Servicing 

Receiving, storage and garbage dis
posal should be located near the 
service entrance. 

A waiter's station for the servic
ing of the food to the customer 
should be located behind a visual 
screen. 

The waiter turns in orders and re
ceives meals at a designated loca
tion. 

Washing 

The washing and cleaning of utensils 
should be accessible to the cooks 
and waiters. 

Accessible to the various storage 
areas. 
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Qualitative Human Needs 

Safety - This is a major concern for 

the cooks who have to work with hot 

appliances all day. Congested work 

areas are dangerous and difficult 

to work in. 

•ResTOvraiif <• 

T 

Ceo kt'r>^ 
:n—1 

Service 

-^banpuats 

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: SLEEPING 

Quantitative - 350-480 sq. ft. each 

Planning Requirements 

Clothes Storage - handing space under

neath shelves is provided in a clo

set built into the entrance of the 

guestroom. For transient hotels, 

few drawers are needed because 

luggage is rarely unpacked. 

Businessmen need working space, which 

should include a comfortable chair 

and desk. 

Personal Hygiene - the bathroom is 

usually one-sixth of the total room 

area, and for maintenance require

ments the bathrooms are grouped back 

to back in pairs. A dressing area 

is needed for privacy in double 

guestrooms. 

Attributes 

Comfort, privacy, and security 
are needed for the guestrooms. 

Windows for natural lighting and 
good views 

Soundproof walls 

Reading and dressing lights 
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Furniture easily moveable, to 
facilitate cleaning. 

Qualitative Human Needs 

Security - security involves the pro

tection of property, safeguarding 

of guests and surveillance of people 

entering and leaving. Fire safety 

and high standards of hygiene and 

cleanliness are also important. This 

responsibility to provide security 

is an important aspect of planning. 

Privacy -

"A value to be by oneself - relief 

from the pressures of the presence 

of others." (Chapin, 1951) 

The most extreme condition of pri

vacy is solitude, whereby a per

son is alone and free from 

observation by others. This 

condition happens frequently when 

business men take overnight 

trips, and return to the hotel 

room exhausted at the end of the 

day. 

Intimacy, the second state of pri

vacy, occurs when a small group-

for example, a husband and wife • 

separate themselves in the hotel 

room in order to be alone. 

The third function of privacy, the 

need for emotional release, per

mits people to temporarily shed 

the facade's they assume for 

social purposes. With such a re

lease, people can be themselves 

and ignore adherence to cumber

some rules and customs. (Altman, 

p. 19) 

TENTATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

Stora4ie 

Sl^^^pff^p 

Purniiurs 

\/ieu 
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SITE ACTIVITY LOCATION 

^l£va,icrs 

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: MEETING AND BANQUET 

Quantitative - 48 square feet per room 

Planning Requirements 

Easily accessible parking 

Legal requirements for fire safety 

Room division and sound insulation 

Special equipment storage, communica
tion, telephone 

Dance floor 

Exhibition and projection services 

Music and amplification control 

Bandstand and stage provision - perma
nent or temporary 

Translation, press and reporting 
facilities 

Possible vehicle access to exhibitions 

Physical Attributes 

Three banquet halls arranged to allow 
for moveable partitions 

Nearby restrooms 

Seating for 300 people 
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TENTATIVE ARRANGE14ENTS 

Scr\/ic£. 

Cooki'nb 
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T 

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: ADMINISTRATION 

Quantitative - 20 square feet per room 

Planning Requirements 

Reception - receives visitors at front 
desk 

Secretarial - aids managers in adminis
tration. Acts as a control point for 
entry into the main administrative 
offices. 

Managers - must be accessible to the 
staff, employees, and guests 

Accounting - must be accessible to all 
levels of administration 

Attributes 

Administrative areas need good sound 
control because of the number of mac
hines . 

Switch board equipment should be sepa
rate from the operator's room. 

Light levels must be good for office 
work. 

Secondary Activity: Employee Facilities 

Activities 

Changing of clothes - employees are 
provided with two types of uniforms 
outdoor and indoor. Separate chang
ing rooms, with washing and toilet 
facilities, must be available for 
each sex. 
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S o i l e d uniforms - must be d e p o s i t e d 
in a nea rby l i n e n c h u t e . 

Rece iv ing e n t r a n c e - a check - in 
c lock l o c a t e d n e a r employee changing 
rooms 

TYPICAL CIRCULATION PATTERNS 

festouroni 

top floor 

upper (loors 

^' kitchen 

bedrooms bedrooms 
service 

bedrooms 

bedrooms 

bedrooms 

bedrooms 

77 

bedrooms bedvooms 
service 

lounqe 

•<Mr 
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recep ̂  
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banquetioo Kail 
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basemerr (orfirst floor 
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! / • / 
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sub - bo5ei-"ent j or basement ' 

vefticoi circulation 

K *• quests 

• i- • s lo f 

stoirs ccr pork j 

horizontal circuiotion 
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•^'^ residen î oxl non-residerts 
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•' - / stcff 

The more numerous the movements, as shown 
by the weightings given, the c loser the 
areas should be located toge ther . 
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MICROCLIMATE 

VOCATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

The site relationships with 
the local area. 

Source: State-Thomas A Neighborhood Study 
1979, figure ». 

FUNCTIONAL AREAS 

The map shows the relationship of the 
site to the functional areas of Downtown 

Source: Housing and the Future of Down
town DallaiT 1975, Plate R3. 

i 
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DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT STREETSCAPE 

HIGH DENSITr 
' RESIOENTIAl 

I INDUSTRIAL 
COMMERCIAL j ^ . ACTIVITY 
ANO OFFICE ^ CENTER 

The site location is on the edge of 
a high residential area next to 

commercial development. 

Source: Dallas Area Transit Plan. 1976, 
p. 12. ~" 

C^i^atira^SiA 

reitji^rjutt 

faurir^l 

rg%tAirant 

C'-M'cl) 

STREETSCAPE 

The streetscape along McKinney Avenue 

from Pearl Street to Clyde Lane are mainly 

retail and office uses. The retail uses 

include restaurants, a drive-in grocery, a 

service station, and several retail sales 

outlets. The American Red Cross Dallas 

County Headquarters, located at the comer 

of McKinney and Pearl, is in a recently re

modeled masonry structure. 

Peal Street is in the process of being 

landscaped with scenic parkways, which 

create a vista into the recently developed 

part of Downtown. A focal point at Pearl 
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and McKinney is the Trinity Methodist 

Church, built in 1903. The two-story 

masonry structure is designed in a cruci

fix plan with steep, pitched roofs. The 

church is not in use at this time, but 

looks to be in good shape. 

Retail shops on Maple Avenue between 

McKinney and Cedar Springs are some of the 

most tastefully-restored frame houses in 

the neighborhood. 

The retail establishments along Cedar 

Springs, next to the site, are quaint 

little art galleries. Cedar Springs has 

recently been landscaped with parks, and 

new trees line the street, making the 

atmosphere pleasant. 

Streetscape 

(Roadside Park) 

Southwest of site 
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CIRCULATION THOROUGHFARES 

The hotel site is surrounded by many 

thoroughfares, which provide good access 

to and from all parts of the city. On the 

south boundary is Woodall Rodgers Freeway. 

Woodall Rodgers will serve as a direct 

connection between North Central Express

way and Stemmons Freeway. North Central 

Expressway provides, to the north, a 

direct route to Dallas suburbs and, to the 

south, a direct route to Houston. Stemmons 

Freeway is the most direct route to Dallas 

Fort Worth Airport. 

During peak hours, McKinney Avenue is 

a major thoroughfare with a heavy flow of 

traffic. Routh Street is used during peak 

hours as a secondary thoroughfare from the 

Central Business District to McKinney 

Avenue and Cedar Springs Road. 

Pearl Street, on the south, is deve

loped to major thoroughfare standards. 

This thoroughfare along with three other 

major thoroughfares; Olive, Harwood and 

Akard Street link the Central Business Dis

trict with North Dallas via North Dallas 

Tollroad and Harry Hines Boulevard. 
Major thoroughfares near the site. 
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CIRCULATION 
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CIRCULATION 

The hotel site is surrounded by many 

thoroughfares, which provide good access 

to and from all parts of the city. On the 

south boundary is Woodall Rodgers Freeway. 

Woodall Rodgers will serve as a direct 

connection between North Central Express

way and Stemmons Freeway. North Central 

Expressway provides, to the north, a 

direct route to Dallas suburbs and, to the 

south, a direct route to Houston. Stemmons 

Freeway is the most direct route to Dallas 

Fort Worth Airport. 

During peak hours, McKinney Avenue is 

a major thoroughfare with a heavy flow of 

traffic. Routh Street is used during peak 

hours as a secondary thoroughfare from the 

Central Business District to McKinney 

Avenue and Cedar Springs Road. 

Pearl Street, on the south, is deve

loped to major thoroughfare standards. 

This thoroughfare along with three other 

major thoroughfares; Olive, Harwood and 

Akard Street link the Central Business Dis

trict with North Dallas via North Dallas 

Tollroad and Harry Hines Boulevard. 

THOROUGHFARES 

i 
Major thoroughfares near the site. 
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AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME CBD TRANSIT PLAN 

A time and distance study of 
access to the site using major 

auto freeways 

Source: Housing and the future of Down
town Dallas. 1975, Plate R8. 

I PRIMARY ROUTE (TRANSITWAYI 

PRIMARY ROUTE IPREMIUM BUS! 

CBOSHUTTLE ^ ^ TRANSITWAY STATION 

CIDSHUTTLF 
STATION 

MAIN STREET TRANSIT 
IMRROVEMENTS 

Bus routes pass by the site 
on both sides 

Source: Dallas Area Transit Plan. 1976, 
pTTT 
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AIRPORTS 

ocLtUi-fui^^n, 

njTXjD 

This map locates the local airports to CED, 
Love Field landing right of way is over
head to the northeast of the site. 
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ZONING 

"No one is enthusiastic about zoning 
except the people. The non-people -
the professionals - hope it gets 
lost... Yet thousands of local offi
cials regard zoning as the greatest 
municipal achievement since the per
fection of public sanitary systems." 
(Babcock, 1966) (Perin, p. 164) 

The land use and zoning pattern is 

similar to that found in many of the older 

inner-city neighborhoods. The site 

bounded by Cedar Springs, Maple, McKinney 

Avenue, and Pearl Street is zoned for 

heavy commercial use. A few heavy commer^ 

cial uses; a warehouse, a construction 

company, and an automotive supply store 

are located in the area. Other uses 

include some retail uses, vacant retail/ 

commercial structures, a church, and 

residential uses. 

ZONING MAP 

The Site is Zoned 
for Heavy Commercial I 
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UTILITIES 

WATER MAINS 

SANITARY SEWER 

The watermains in this part of town are 
very old and may take a lot ot 

servicing to keep flowing. 
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NATURAL GAS TELEPHONE CABLES 
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CLIMATE 

BUILDING ORIENTATION 

The comfort zone is a mixture of three 

climatic variables: mean radiant tempera

ture, humidity, and air velocity. The 

Americans place the comfort zone between 

30 and 707o relative humidity with the ef

fective temperature range of 63-71°. Victor 

Olgyay, author of Design with Climate has 

written that, "Air movement affects body 

cooling; however, it does not decrease the 

temperature but causes a cooling sensation 

due to heat loss by convection and due to 

increased evaporation from the body. As 

velocity of air movement increases, the 

upper comfort limit is raised. However, 

this rise slows as higher temperatures are 

reached." The chart shows the impact of 

wind velocities upon the comfort zone. 

Velocities 

Up to 50 fpm 

50 to 100 

100 to 200 

200 to 300 

Impact 

Unnoticed 

Pleasant 

Generally pleasant but caus

ing a constant awareness 

of air movement. 

From slightly drafty to 

annoyingly drafty. 
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Above 300 Requires corrective mea

sures if work and health 

are to be kept in high 

efficiency.* 

^^Source: Design With Climate, p. 15-20. 
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Internal Design Temperatures 

The recommended environmental condi

tions for hotel guestrooms, summarized be

low depend on comparison with the outside 

conditions, increasing as the external 

temperatures increase. 

Environmental Conditions 

Air Conditioning * 

Day Night 

Winter °F 

Summer °F 

R e l a t i v e Humidity "L 
Fresh Air Supply 

I b / h r 
Noise Level (NC) 

Standard 
Luxury 

75 
72 

40-60 

200 

35 
30 

75 
68 

40-60 

200 

30 

25 
Maximum Air Move
ment (ft/min) 30 30 

^Source: Hotels, 
1979, p 

Motels and Condominiums 
"TDi: 
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SOLAR ORIENTATION "In determining a building's form, 

location, and orientation, the objective 

should be to maintain a balance between 

underheated periods when solar radiation 

is beneficial and overheated periods when 

radiation should be avoided. The long 

face of a building should normally face 

south if possible. East and West expos

ures are generally warmer in summer and 

cooler in winter than south, southeast, 

or southwest exposures." (Ching, Francis, 

p. 8) 
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TOPOGRAPHY 

•65 

The ground surface angle of slope has 

a significant effect on the microclimate 

of the site. The site's slope determines 

the amount of solar radiation will strike 

the site. The maximimi direct solar radia

tion strikes the earth's surface perpendi

cular to the direction of the sun. Because 

of this a south slope will receive more 

solar radiation than will a flat site. 

The following are approximate percen

tages of the maximum solar radiation, 

depending on season and the orientation of 

the slope: 

Slope 
Direction 

North 

East or West 

South 

Mid-
Summer 

957o 

1007o 

1007o 

Equinox 

557o 

607o 

707o 

Mid-
Winter 

157o 

257o 

357o 

The same data for a perpendicular wall 

IS 

Wall Faces 

North 

East or West 

South 

Mid-
Summer 

407o 

907c 

507o 

Equinox 

157o 

707o 

957o 

^Source: Landscape Planning for 
Conservation, p. 114. 

Mid-
Winter 

57o 

257o 

1007o* 

Energy 
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SITE ANALYSIS 
ACTIVITY SITE FIT 

SITE OBSERVATIONS 

The view of the Downtown Skyline 
towers over the site. 

•first itvci 
Second level— 
hv/i/ Levels—VC^>^ 

Tentative arrangements of activities 
on the site. 

i 
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HOTELS LOT DIMENSIONS 

This map locates the existing 
hotels in the area. 

I 
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SPACE 



SPACE SUMMARY 

Space allocations must take into account: 

. Size of hotel and extent of service. 

. Patterns of arrivals and departures during peak periods of use. 

. Length of stay and seasonality. 

Primary 
Activity or 
Space 

Arrival 

Dining 
Banquet 

Sleeping 

Suite 

Gross Space 

12 sq. ft. 
per room 
400 rooms 
4800 sq. ft. 

36 sq. ft. 
per room 
14,400 sq. 
ft. 

350 sq. ft. 

480 sq. ft. 

Secondary 
Activity or 
Space 

Entrance 
Waiting 
Registration & 
Circulation 

Office 

Main Dining Room 
Main Kitchen 
Bar & Lounge 
Restrooms 
Cloakroom 
Storage 
Private Dining 
Employees' Din] 

Room 
Lng 

Beverage Storeroom 
China & Silver 
Garbage Room 

Sleeping 
Bath room 
Storage 
Furniture 

Sleeping 
Bath Room 
Storage 
Furniture 

Storage 

Quantitative 

100 people 
100 people 
150 people 

250 people 

. 2 

2 

370 rooms 

30 rooms 

Net Area 
800 
1000 
1500 
1500 

6000 
4000 
1800 
600 
500 
200 
500 
500 
180 
400 
160 

230 
60 
30 
30 

280 
80 
40 
80 

4800 sq.ft. 

ea. 

ea. 

7340 sq.ft. 

129500 sq.ft 

14400 so.ft 
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Primary 
Activity or 
Space 

Administration 

Convention 
Facilities 

Restaurant 

Commercial 
Space 

Public 
Circulation 

Operational 

Gross Space 

18 sq. ft. 
per room 
7200 sq. ft. 

407o of the 
total guest 
room sq. ft. 
57,560 
sq. ft. 

14 sq. ft. 
per room 
5600 sq. ft. 

Secondary 
Activity or 
Space 

Managers Office 
Accounting Office 
Secretary 
Sales & Rservation 

Meeting Rooms 
Hospitality Suites 
Exhibit Space 
Storage 

Dining 
Cooking 
Bar 5c Entertainment 
Coffee Shop 
Restroom 
Storage 

Retail Shops 
Office Suites 

Corridors 
Stairs 
Elevators 
Maids Closets 

Boiler Room 
Water-Heater Tank 
Fuel Storage 
Transformer Vault 
Refrigeration Com
pressor Room 

Quantitative 

2 
3 
1 
1 

2 
4 

people 
people 
person 
person 

150 

150 
150 
2 
2 

6 
6 

people 

people 
people 

Net Area 

250 
300 
100 
140 

1500 
400 
2000 
800 

2400 
1440 
2500 
2500 
600 
150 

1000 
500 

800 
300 
400 
200 

400 

790 s 

ea. 
ea. 

7400 

ea. 
ea. 
7340 

ea. 
ea. 
9000 

5756C 

q.ft. 

sq.ft. 

sq.ft. 

sq.ft. 

) sq.ft. 

U 
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Primary 
Activity or 
Space Gross Space 

Secondary 
Activity or 
Space Quantitative Net Area 

Fan 6c Ventilation 
Equipment 

Maintenance Shop 
Laundry 
Linen Room 
Locker Room 

400 
500 
700 
400 
600 ea 

4700 sq.ft 

Amenities Swimming Pool 
Locker Room 
Tennis Court 

1 
2 
4 

8515 
1600 
28800 

38915 sq.ft 

Parking 200 sq. ft 
per space 

Guestrooms' 
Visitors' 
Employees' 

800 on site 
400 on site 
200 off site 
1400 spaces 

3.7 
1.8 
.9 

6.4 acres 
+157o roads = 

7.3 acres 

Vehicular 
Service 
Spaces 

560 sq. ft Tractor-Trailer 20 spaces 11200 
1680 

12880 sq.ft 
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Activity or 
Space 

Arrival 
Dining 
Sleeping 
Administration 
Convention 
Restaurant 
Commercial 
Circulation 
Operational 
Amenities 

Productive 
Area 

7,340 
143,900 

7,400 
7,340 
9,000 

Nonproductive 
Area 

4,800 

790 

57,560 
4,700 
38,915 

174,980 106,765 

Productive Area 
Nonproductive Area 

174,980 = 627o 
106,765 = 387o 
281,745 net sq. ft. 

The above schedule shows a preliminary 

estimate of 627o productive area and 387, 

nonproductive area, which is a more than 

favorable ratio to use. 

Comparable Convention Hotel area per room 

(450 sq. ft. BR + 250 sq. ft. Pub. 5c 
Serv. = 700 sq. ft./RM) 

700 sq. ft./RM X 400 Bli = 280,000 
sq, ft. 

Net assigned square footage 281,745 85% 
Gross square footage 42,262 157o 
Total square footage 324,007 im% 

Source: Hotels, Motels 5c Condominiums: De
sign, Planning and Maintenance, 
1979, pp. 64-65. 
Time-Savers Standards for Building 
Types. 1974, pp. 738-741. 

Inter-relationship planning of spaces 

Spaces which are associated in use or 

function must be linked or grouped together 

This flow diagram arranges the areas and 

facilities in sequence of use. The flow 

diagram establishes circulation routes; 

however it does not show the relative impor

tance of each link. In some instances 

activities between a reception foyer and 

banquet or convention hall may be grouped 

closely together to ease the movement of 

large numbers of people. In other situa

tions, as in guestrooms, the distance may 

be less significant and the question of 

cost and space efficiency are the predomi

nant design factor. 
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2. Front office 

Public Stpirition: 
itculilton public w»u 
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4. Operational 

M i v e i y / 
diiposal 

Primarv 
stores 

Sacondary i t o r W 
operational areas 

Restrve 
stores 

- • * Tableware 

-*Q: 
J Firnshing 
n kitchens 

CoMee 
ihop 

Speciality 
meals 

Banquet 
halls 

1 

Bulk food Kitchen 

stores 
Uatn kitchen 

1 » 

Servery 

Serverv 

Pantries 

^ 

IN 

rooms 

Recreational 
VtM 

M a m 
resUurant 

Room 

«rNice 

Goods 
entry 

•.Veiql-nq 

and 
Maintenance 
< I o r « 
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f « o r d l 

Refute 
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Reserve 

stores 
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— M Oramage 

So'lers, if '*"" iieatinq 

- M Calorifiers, hot <Mi>\at 

- » j Refrigeration 

—M Aif conUiKOninq 

- • l Fittings 

—W FufOHufc 

—•^ Linen rooms 
I j -

• is t r ibu i ion 
system*. 

Service 
elevators 

- j Chutes 

Public 
areas 

J Guest 

rooms 

L 
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STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A wide variety of structural functions 

within the enclosure of a hotel building 

is usually needed to accommodate the dif

ferent spaces and functions. The guest

room's structural form typically is a re

petitive block of cellular units, arranged 

in rows along a corridor or grouped around 

a central core. The layout in multi-story 

buildings is generally repetitive to simp

lify construction and servicing. Suites 

are generally kept within the module of 

the floor plan and are confined to specific 

floor wings, or positions such as external 

corners. The emphasis for public rooms is 

generally on creating large spaces free 

from obstructions to allow flexibility in 

design layout. 

Structural Performance 

Vibration caused by mechanical equip
ment should be kept to a minimum level 
by special structural members. 

The structural frame shall allow for a 
moveable partition system to accommo
date future space changes. 

The design of the structural system 
should allow room for and flexibility 
of the plumbing, H.V.A.C. and electri
cal systems. 

The structural system shall allov; for 
the maximum flexibility of space ar
rangements, by the use of large spans 
in such areas as the lobby, mechanical 
rooms, ballrooms, and dining areas. 

All structural work shall conform to 
the Uniform Building Code standards. 

Skeletal structures of beams or slabs 

supported by a framework of columns are 

generally used for large hotels. Although 

the structures of this kind allow for con

siderable adaptability in the design of 

room arrangement. Consideration must be 

given to the lightness of the structural 

system. Framed buildings tend to create 

problems from noise transmission, heat 

transfer and the need for structural fire 

resistance. Relatively heavy separating 

walls are required between guestrooms to 

reduce noise. With changes in solar radia

tion and wind exposure the balancing of 

internal heating/cooling requirements are 

increased by the low heat retention of the 

structure. 

L 
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ENCLOSURE SYSTEMS 

Performance 

All materials should require a minimum 
of maintenance to lower the cost of 
upkeep. 

All exterior enclosure materials should 
be designed for the maximum energy con
servation. 

All exterior enclosure materials should 
be able to withstand the changes in 
weather condition for many years with
out damaging the physical appearance. 

All interior enclosure systems should 
be designed to allow for maximum flexi
bility and the least upkeep. 

Electrical chases, H.V.A.C. ducts, and 
service cores shall be designed in to 
allow for easy and quick changes when 
expansion is needed. 

Provisions for interior enclosures that 
provide security such as vaults should 
use a material that resists fire and 
water leakage. 

All interior finishes shall be of good 
quality able to withstand rough treat
ment caused by use and maintenance. 

All materials used in the enclosure 
system shall conform to the standards 
set by the Uniform Building Code 

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

The mechanical system should be chosen 

on the basis of com.patibility with the 

needs of the building. 

General 

The mechanical system must be flexible 
enough to control the load requirements 
of different zones within the building. 

The mechanical ducts and chases should 
be designed in a way to control the 
spread of fires and smoke. 

The mechanical systems shall not inter
fere with the ability to change the 
spaces it serves. 

The mechanical system shall be flexible 
to convert to II Phase. 

Comparison of Basic Air-Conditioning Systems 

Cost and comfort characteristics for 

the basic air-conditioning systems are 

shown below. It should also be noted that 

the specific applications (e.g., apartment, 

motel, school, high-rise office) will often 

influence the system selection as avail

ability and cost of energy, rental space 

requirements, extent of glazing, etc. can 

be overriding considerations. 
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Cost 6c Comfort Characteristics 

System 

Single Duct 

Double Duct 

Multi-zone 

4-Pipe 

3-Pipe 

2-Pipe 
(Fan-coil) 

2-Pipe 
(Induction) 

Packaged Ter
minal Air 
Conditioner 

Install
ation 
Cost 

High 

High 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

Low 

Source: Concepts in Thi 
p. . 

Systems 

LU8. 

Opera
ting 
Cost 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Comfort 
Perfor
mance 

Medium 

High 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

armal Comfort, 

Central station systems are more flexi
ble, less noisy and provide better 
condition with less energy because of 
the many different uses it performs. 

Unitary equipment tends to be noisy, 
bulky, and difficult to fit into the 
building system. 

It is feasible to use both systems in 
the same building with the central 
system in the public areas and the 
unitary equipment in the guestrooms. 

Heating and cooling equipment should 
allow for breakdowns and provide an 
alternate means of air-conditioning 
when it happens. 
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ELECTRICAL SERVICES 

The complexity of the electrical ser

vices depend on the size, arrangement and 

function of the space served. Electric 

mains are generally 3-phase supplied from 

a transformer located externally in a fenc-

ed-off part of the site or in a transformer 

room internally. Transformers are heavy 

and require air cooling, drainage, and 

service access. Because of a high danger 

of fire, the transformer in a building 

should be in a well-ventilated protection 

vault. 

Due to fire safety codes an emergency 

power system is required usually about 30% 

of the normal demand load in a large build

ing . 

The maximum number of watts serving 

large areas of the hotel may assume demand 

factors of less than 100%. The maximum 

load on a main supply must include the 

capacity for future increases, power fac

tors of machinery and peak demand loads. 

General Lighting Loads 

Hotel Rooms 

Lobby, Reception 

Restaurants 

Offices, 
Administration 

Shops 3 to 5 

Function Rooms 3 to 5 

Convention Rooms 4 to 6 

Watts/ft - Watts 

2.5 575,600 

6 28,800 

3 22,020 

5 3,950 

45,000 

18,000 

73,700 

767,870 av. wts 

Source: Hotels, Motels and Condominiums. 
1979, pp. 200-201. 

Electrical Performance 

All electrical materials shall require 
a minimum of maintenance and upkeep. 

The electrical system should be design
ed to allow for convertibility in 
Phase II. 

The electrical system should make pro
visions for the installation of indivi
dual meters in rental space. 

The manner in which all the electrical 
systems are installed should allow for 
the maximum flexibility of lighting 
fixtures, power recepticles and switch
es . 

All electrical work shall comply with 
National Electrical Code. 

L 
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Future Developments 

Provisions for future changes of elec

tric design is an important aspect in 

planning for loads. A growth of 30-50%, in 

electrical consumption every ten years 

with developments in operation equipment 

(accounting, computing and control equip

ment, electric cooking, cold rooms, eleva

tors) and in accommodation standards (tele

vision, selfcatering and vending facilit

ies, room air conditioning). 

Provisions for future needs must in

clude : 

Spare ways in conduit trunking, duct
ing, raceways, switchboards, and 
panelboards. 

Allowances for spare circuit ways and 
protective devices. 

Socket and receptacle outlets adapt
able to allow for repositioning of 
equipment. 

LIGHTING 

Lighting is an important aspect of 

hotel design. It can be used to create 

points of interest, to create a mood, or 

character of the space. 

Performance 

Adequate lighting externally is neces
sary for safety, security and control. 

Internal lighting systems shall pro
vide a minimiim of 30 footcandles at 
working levels and 45 in all other 
areas. 

The lighting system should be designed 
to give off a minimum amount of heat 
and to allow for the integration of 
the mechanical system if desired. 

The levels of lighting used should 
provide for easy movement and flexi
bility in space arrangement of furni
ture and activities. 

i 
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MOVEMENT SYSTEMS COMMUNICATION 

E l e v a t o r s 

Insurance standards govern the legal 

requirements for safety and performance of 

elevator systems. 

Maintenance of elevators in public 
areas shall be kept to a minimum. 

A minimum of one hour fire resistance 
rating for elevator shafts and one-
half hour for the doors. 

All operating equipment shall include 
safety devices and shock pads to pre
vent vibration. 

Elevators grouped together in banks of 
three to four provides better service, 
economy and maintenance. 

The elevator equipment shall comply 
with the American National Standard 
Safety Code for Elevators. 

Escalators 

Escalators are the most efficient way 

to move many people from floor to floor. 

The floor area taken up by an escalator 

is large and some economy may be obtained 

by careful planning of the direction in 

which people are funnelled. 

All operating equipment shall be hous
ed in fire resistant construction. 

The operating equipment shall provide 
emergency safety devices for stopping. 

Telephone 

Telephones are usually located on the 

night table next to the bed. The phone 

sets may provide for calls to be dialed 

direct or through the operator at the 

hotel. The telephones can be set up on an 

internal connection with coded numbers 

corresponding to various departments. 

Public pay phones are located: 

Main lobby 

Ballroom Foyer 

Recreational Areas 

Near Restrooms 

Employee Cafeteria Areas 

Computers 

With all the development of electronic 

equipment for communication, security, and 

control, the automation has created diffi

culties in: 

Defining current and future needs 
accurately. 

Choosing the different types of 
equipment. 

Because of developments in electronic 

equipment, provision for future installa

tion, replacement, and expansion of the 
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equipment without major alterations to the 

building is necessary. Conduits, ductwork, 

trunking and raceways must be well planned 

for future changes in wiring. 

Air Tubes 

A central location located behind the 

front desk, the air tubes connect the desk 

with the restaurant, bar, room service, 

and recreational areas. The system is 

normally simple two-way tubes with a (2% -

3 in.) diameter. Provisions must be made 

for ventilation of the exhaust and for the 

noise of the unit. 

Paging Systems 

Sound systems include the distribution 

of music from a radio, record, or tape 

deck. Microphones are connected into the 

system for public announcements to select

ed areas. To ensure clarity of sound and 

control there should be: 

Plenty of well distributed speakers. 

Variable volume in the public 
areas. 

NOISE 

Rooms and areas rated in terms of the: 

Amount of noise generated. 

Sensitivity to noise 

areas include Noise producing 

Work Area User Activity 

Kitchens 
Laundries 
Compressor, fan, 
motors and other 
mechanical plant 
Delivery and 
refuse areas 
Incinerators, 
Boilers 
Compactors and 
Similar 
Equipment 

Ballrooms, Discothe
ques 

Bar, cocktail lounges 
Lobbies, entrance 

foyers, public 
toilets 

Swimming Pools 
Indoor and Outdoor 
Recreational acti
vities 

Bathrooms 
Guestrooms 

Areas sensitive to noise include: 

Bedrooms 

Meeting Rooms 

External noise may be reduced by planning: 

Sensitive rooms at right angles to the 
noise source (highways) 

Screening by walls and banks of trees 

Creating noise "shadows" projections 
from the building or stepped back 
elevations. 
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SECURITY AND SAFETY SYSTEMS 

The hotel shall be equipped with an 

automatic emergency power system and 

lighting. The fire detector system should 

be automatic in operation and cover the 

building area efficiently. 

Performance 

The fire alarm system shall be in 
direct contact with all the proper 
authorities, in case of a fire. 

The alarm system shall provide both 
a visual and sound warning. 

A dry fire protection system shall be 
installed in all kitchens and mechani
cal rooms. 

The sprinkler system should not inter
fere with the flexibility of the areas 
it serves. 

All security and safety systems should 
conform to the Uniform Building Code 
standards. 

] 
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BUILDING CODES 

Rating 

4 
4 
3 
1 
2 

2 
2 

1 

hr 
hr 
hr 

hr 
hr 

hr 
hr 
hr 

Fire Construction 

Concrete Structure 

Exterior Walls 

Interior Bearing Walls 

Partitions (permanent) 

Shaft Enclosures 

Floors 

Roofs 

Exterior doors & windows 

Fire Protection 

Standard automatic fire extinguishers. 

One or more dry standpipes required at 

every floor level. 

Ventilation 

Mechanically operated ventilation sys

tems shall supply a minimum of 5 cubic 

feet per minute of outside air x\7ith a 

total circulation of not less than 15 

cubic feet per minute. The system 

shall be in operation continuously. 

Interior Stairways 

Stairways shall be no less than 44 

inches in width. The rise of each 

step shall not exceed 7%" and the run 

shall not be less than 10 inches. 

The widths of treads and the heiqjht of 

risers within any shall have identical 

dimensions with a tolerance of 1/4". 

Exterior Stairways 

They shall be of noncombustible mater

ial. 

Exits 

A minimum of two exits other than ele

vators are required for all floor 

levels. The maximum distance of tra

vel from any point to an exit door, 

horizontal exit, exit passageway, or 

enclosed stairway shall not exceed 200 

feet. 

Exit doors 

Exit doors shall be in direction of 

exit travel. Exit doors shall be 

operable from the inside without the 

use of a key or any special knowledge 

or effort. 

Exit doors shall not be less than 3 

feet in width and 6'8" in height. The 

doors shall be capable of opening at 

90°. 

Special Use 

Egress by means of a ramp or an eleva

tor must be provided for physically 
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handicapped. Access to secondary 

areas such as balconies, mezzanines 

may be by stairs only. 

Ramps 

The widths shall be the same as the 

stairs requirement. 

The ramp shall not exceed a slope of 

one to ten. 
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^OST ANALYSIS 

High grade/Luxury Hotel; 55,000 - 65,000/room 

Use (65,000)(400) rooms = 26,000,000 

Escalation 

(a 1%/month 

Design Development 

January - April 1981 - 4 months 

Construction Drawings 

May - August 1981 - 4 months 

Bidding 

September 1981 - 1 month 

Construction Preparation 

October 1981 - 1 month 

Construction 

November 1981 - May 1983 - 18 months 

Escalation 

= 4% 

= 4% 

= 1% 

= 1% 

= 18% 

28% 

Total Escalation 

28% 

Total Building Cost 

$ 26,000,000 

7,280,000 

$ 33,280,000 
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:OST COMPONENTS 

î ost as Percentage of Total Percent Cost 

Preliminaries and Insurance 

Contingencies 

Substructure 

Total 

Structural Elements 

Frame and upper floors 

Roof 

Staircases 

External walls 

Windows and external doors 

Internal structural walls and partitions 

Internal doors, iron mongery 

Total 

Finishes and Fittings 

Wall finishes 

Floor finishes 

Ceiling finishes 

Decoration 

Fittings 

Total 

12.0 

2.5 

5.5 

20.0% 

11.3 

2.1 

1.6 

4.0 

5.7 

3.7 

4.6 

33.0% 

1.6 

2.8 

2.2 

2.0 

6.4 

15.0% 

$ 

$ 

3,993,600 

832,000 

1,830,400 

6,656,000 

3,760,640 

698,880 

532,480 

1,331,200 

1,896,960 

1,231,260 

1,530,880 

$10,982,400 

$ 

$ 

532,480 

931,840 

732,160 

665,600 

2,129,920 

4,992,000 

1 
1 J 
1 

-

1 

u 
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32.0% 

100.0% 

Percent 

93.8 

30.9 

14.2 

6.7 

1.9 

2.5 

$10,649,600 

$33,280,000 

*Ave/Room 

$12,178,960 

8,605,680 

3,941,280 

1,865,760 

542,800 

695,520 

Expenses 
Payroll and related expenses 

Food cost 

Beverage cost 

Departmental costs 

Administrative and general 

Percent 

33.6 

10.5 

3.5 

10.7 

4.7 

$ 

Cost 

9,350,880 

2,922,150 

974,050 

2,977,810 

1,308,010 

gost as Percentage of Total ___^ Percent Cost 

Services 

Sanitary appliances 2.7 $ 898,560 

Waste, soil and overflow pipes 2.3 765,440 __ 

Cold and hot water services 3.6 1,198,080 J 

Heating, ventilating and air conditioning 7.6 2,529,280 

Electrical services 7.2 2,396,160 

Special services 8.6 2,862,080 

Total 

Total Building Cost 

Revenue 

Room sales 

Food sales 

Beverage sales 

Minor departments 

Store rentals 

Other income 

Total $27,830,000 

'V84% escalation due to inflation from 1974-1981 (7 x 12 = 84) q 
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xpenses 

Advertising and promotion 

Heat, light and power 

Repairs and maintenance 

Rent 

Depreciation 

Other capital expenses 

Profits before income taxes 

Total 

Percent 

2.6 

8.3 

2.6 

6.8 

5.2 

7.6 

3.9 

100.0% 

Cost 
723,580 

2,309,890 

723,580 

1,892,440 

1,447,160 

2,115,080 

1,085,370 

$27,830,000 

\_ 

i 

4 

1 

ând Cost 

10.85 acres x 43,560 sq. ft. per acre = 472,626 sq. ft. 

472,626 sq. ft. x $20 per sq. ft. of land = $9,452,520 

jource: Lawson, Fred. Hotels, Motels and Condominiums: Design, Planning and Mainten
ance. Boston: Cahners Books International, Inc., 1979, pp. 40-42. 
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.OBBY 

Cntry 
Entrance forecourt should be at least 
18 feet wide to allow two cars to pass. 

No steps if possible 

A canopy to provide limited coverage 
from rain and wind 

The doors must be wide enough to allow 
for two bags and the person carrying 
them. 

A entrance vestibule to reduce cold 
drafts or hot air. 

Vestibules should be at least six feet 
from door to door. 

Automatic doors are useful. 

A transition area is needed at the 
entrance before using fine floor 
finishes. 

Parking 
The ramp grade has a maximum of 157o 
and a width of 16 feet. 

Ramps should be one way and well-
lighted. 

The minimum length needed for the sim
plest form of parking deck, with a 
straight rapm is 90 feet and the mini
mum economical width totals 108 feet. 

The parking space size is 9 feet by 19 
feet. 

Under grade parking must have heavy 
exhaust fans and water drains with 
pumps. 

Stairs and elevators for vertical trans
portation. 

Waiting 

The furniture should be of good quality 
and able to withstand hard wear 

Easy chairs, low tables, ashtrays, car
pets, curtains, clocks, plants, 
lighting. 

Registration 

The range of equipment installed in the 
front desk will include the following;: 

Space 

Counter space for writing 

t 
[ Space in front of desk 

for a guest standing 
with luggage 

Additional circulation 
space for persons passing 
(with luggage) 

Counter space for clerk 
with allowance for 
equipment and fileS 

Length X Depth 
mm mm 

750 X 600 

900 X 900 

1800 

1500 X 600 

Length x Depth 
in in 

30 X 24 

36 X 36 

72 

60 X 24 

Space behind desk 
allowing for working at 

I counter and circulation 1050 42 
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Equipment Function 

Room rack To indicate the rooms occupied, reserved (indicated 
by reservation slips) or available. The layout and 
colour coding of the rack should allow easy 
identification of any room. 

Information rack Alphabetically arrangement of names of guests (using 
duplicates of the reservation slips) for easy location 

Reservation Drawers of advance reservations and pre-registration 
rack cabinet slips in order of use 

Sales ticket boxes Storage boxes for colour codes of rooms to indicate 
availability, reservation, etc 

Room status panel Indicating the state of readiness of the room 
(availability, cleaning, letting). May be electronically 
controlled 

Mail and keys For trays, mail and messages. Arranged in systematic 
order, each tier corresponding to a floor level. 
For security, the keys may be placed out of public 
view or a card control system may be used instead of 
keys. A mail sorting rack is also required 

Key depository To receive keys left by guests. Designed to provide 

security 

Reserve kev travs M.TV be kept in this area or elsewhere 

Filing cabinets For various forms, stationery and other requirements 

Brochure racks Which may arise during registration or enquiries 

Miscellaneous Credit card imprinters, time stamps, staplers, 

equipment punches 

meisoqei 

1 . V — ^ 

"^^ 

^^ 

1 

telephone 
coniole 

V. 1 
y , _ _ N j 

1 ! 

! 

room rock 

1 
' ii 

| L ^ 

counfer 

ccihier 

- 1-;- 1 
i 

1 

Teiephone ond 
meiioqe indicaror 
board 

IIXD TO I220_ 

(45'TO 46 ' ) 

re Ic phone 
coo JO I e 

wnriAq 

O -. 

Q ^ 

L _ 
Seer ion A 

11 
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inclined 
* room rock' 

Section B 

coih dcik(portly 
recei!ed)r—1 

keys ond moil 

2 ^ workinq heioht 
r^ S when seorea 

Sectkjn C 

f 
preferred maximum reoch 

690 

^ " (27") " 

450 

wofkmq heiqhr 
if icored 

g ^ open 

r 
8 ^ 
Qcs 

j 

electronic ^ I 
conjole"! ^' I 

• • J ii ^ 
formr 

dfoweci 

StC 
ipoce for 

• electric 
conduit 

Source: 
Hotels, Motels and Condominiums, 
p. 116-liy. 

Cloakroom 

Cloakrooms may be open to the corridor 
or screened. 

A small waiting area near the entrance, 

A high level of lighting (20 lumens/ 
ft2) is necessary for easy identifica
tion of labels 

Ventilation rates should be higher to 
permit the drying out of damp coats. 

Attendance Areas per user—typical range 
m^ ft-

Attendant operated 
Unattended (no counter) 

0 0 5 - 0 0 9 * 

007-0-10 

0 6 - 1 0 
0-8-11 

Restrooms and toilets 

It should not be possible to see direc
tly into the restrooms from any public 
area. 

Provide an outer room such as a ladies 
powder room. 

Typical minimum standards for fixtures 
are: 

Numbers of fixtures 

Water closets 
(minimum) 

Urinals 

Washbasins 

For male public 

1 per 100 

(2) 

I per 25 

I'per I - I5 
2 per 16-35 
3 per 36-65 
4 per 65 200 
3 per 100 above 

For female public 

1 per 50 

(2) 

> As for males 

V 
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Fixture m2 ft2 

Water closet 
Urinal 
Wash basin 

Towel holder 

3 0 
1 3 

1-5 
11 

32 
14 

16 
12 

Reducing by up to 
50% for large numbers 
and compact layouts 

typical space allowances per fixture 
for circulation. 

DINING ROOM 

Entry/Waiting 

Cloakroom and restrooms with powder 
room 

Furniture: easy chairs, low tables, 
ashtrays, carpets, curtains, lighting. 

Visual screens and planters 

Banquet Hall 

Ante rooms, liquor service 

- customer circulation 
- employee dining 
- private dining, system of dividing 

room 
- storage for furniture, stacking 

tables and chairs 
- storage for china, utensils, serving 

carts 
- dance floor 
- exhibition and projection services 
- electrical services 
- music so\ind systems 
- bandstand and stage provisions 
- chan,ging rooms for performers 
- fire safety codes 
- spotlights 
- telephone jack points 
- acoustic treatment 

A great fluctuation in the heating and 
cooling loads 
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BAR LOUNGE 

Lounge 

- seating 
- cash system 
- waiter service area 
- motif 
- telephone jack points 
- acoustics 
- ventilation of smoke 
- lighting level 

Bar Counter 

- storage for glasses 
- shelves, cold shelves 
- ice making 
- wine racks 
- cagarette machines 
- bottle display 
- draught beer system 
- back bar flooring 
- food buffet 
- dripp barrier 

KITCHEN 

The space between the cook's table and 
the cooking equipment should be at a 
minimum 

Fryers and broilers are located at the 
far end of the work space 

Cooking equipment should be vented 
with an exhaust hood 

- provision for gas 
- chef's office 
- ventilation and exhaust of fumes 
- garbage disposal 
- cold stroage, refrigeration 
- gulleys, dishwashing 
- communication system 
- clock 
- bakery 
- acoustic treatment 
- food deliveries 
- pantries 
- elevators, conveyors, trolleys 
- plate warmer facilities 

II 
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GUESTROOMS 

- 220 single rooms 
- 150 double rooms 
- 30 suites 
- hotel beds a minimum of 80 in. long 
- headboards to give a greater security 

in unfamiliar surroundings 
- hanging space a closet built into the 

entrance foyer (2 ft. width) 
- bedside tables are fixtures housing 

electrical connections; switches for 
lights, television or radio 

- a luggage rack can be designed as an 
extension to the writing-dressing 
table (36 in. long) 

- writing desk 
- easy chairs, low tables, waste bas

ket, table lamps 
- mirrors fixed to the wall and door 
- television sets fixed on a swivel 

base 
- radio controls built into the night 

table 
- telephone on the night table 
- lighting: bedhead, center of room, 

dresser, entrance, bathroom 
- electrical outlets: shaver, televi

sion, telephone, entrance, night 
table 

- bath rooms: water closets, baths, 
drying line, lavatory basin, showers 
linen hampers 

^̂  [ I 

J 
;^ '~? o 

3[_'D 

0 

,0 ,5 ,IO .I5fr 

Bank of three conventional rooms, on left, is shown on right 
rearranged for multiple use. Entrances and bathrooms remain 
unchanged, but furnishings differ: bed folds against partition 
wall, bedside stand folds inward. Absence of second bed makes 
room for two extra chairs. These three rooms can now serve 
three small business meetings. 

J 
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Space requirements for various items of guestroom furniture 

ELEVATION per person 

5 6 0 (22*) minimum cleorances for clothes hanqinq 

clear inside 

PLAN 

clothes honqinq space 

access and puttinq on coat spoce 

5 0 0 (20" ) clear of bed 

6 5 0 ( 2 6 ' ) clear of wall 

mirror for 

I880 standinq 

(74") view 

8 0 0 C32 ) 

cleor of bed or wall 

dressinq ond writinq tabl« , 1 

D 

IflOO 

1650 

72 

mm 66 

iwivel 
television m 

wall liqhtf 

luqqoqe rack 
4 5 0 to 5 0 0 d e e p 
( 18' to 22') 

a 
'Upitand 

=!fe 
4 0 0 to 4 5 0 
C Ifa'to 18") 

ELEVATION 

15 b o o 

PLAN 

Typical combined unit The luqqoqe rock moy be seporated ond this space used (or 

coffee and tea makinq focilities. 

300 

1^ 
6 0 0 

—r-^^^^ 
END ELEVATION 

, 330 to 6 0 0 

if pul'ed out 

7^ i}*'min 

t:--4I 

tC20^to 24') 

1000 
I C39 5") 

Csee toble of siies) 
StCT.ON 

2 0 0 0 

anqled to wall ' 

to focilitote / 

bedmokmq / 

where / 

adjacent / 

to wall / 

/ 
/ 

clear s^^ 

PLAN ihowinq layout of bed 

j 4 5 0 (18 ) from b«d 

5 6 0 (22 J from wal or cupboord 

minimufn cleoroncei 

for bedmakirq 

A 

n 

ji 
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liqhts controlled 

from bedhaad ^ - ^ f'Om bedhaad \ , _ , 

I370 
(54"; 

560 min. 

+ + 

lOOO 

B H 

450 lOOO 
"T^r") I (393") t (18") T ( i q y r 

Typjcol twin unit with podded bedheads 

_,^_ 

3«0. 

sforoqe spoce for 

blankets pillows etc 

open shelves or trays ' 2 0 0 '8 ' ) \ ^ J ^ 
- • ^ ^ ^ 

300 112'/ J 
6ooia4'i 

honqinq 

I ' space 

560 

I500 
C60"> 

^ 

PLAN 

Typicol combined unit open 
for transient hotel / motel 

Source: Hote l s^Mote l s and Condominiums 
p. 138 h 148. ^ ' 
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ADMINISTRATION 

- managers office, direct access to 
the lobby 

- accounting office, records, computer 
terminal 

- secretary, f i l e s , desk, typewriter 
- sales and reservat ions, computer, 

pr in t out machines 
- telephone c i r cu i t board 
- record storage 
- computer room 
- intercom system 

Room status systems 

with variations from: 

• Simple green/red light systems 

to 
• Cathode ray tube transmission 

Guest information 

including: 
• Message notification 

Guestroom facilities 

• Television and television 

relay services 

• Movie transmission 

• Drink dispensing and 

recording 

Transmission of specific information 
on the state of rooms to the front desk, 
and housekeeping department may be 
included in comprehensive computer 
systems or supphed as an independent 
installation. 

Message notification systems may be 
indicated by lights on the telephone 
extension or/and on the guestroom 
panel. The latter is usually combined 
with key and mail facilities 

These may be individually operated 
by coin or token or automatically 
recorded through the central computer/ 
accounting service, room status or 
room security systems 

• Wake-up systems Automatic wake-up systems may be 
centrally controlled by selection 
switches on a room indicator panel 
and operate through the telephone 
extensions or in-room alarms 

• Paging systems 
• Information broadcasting 
• Background music 
• Alarm warnings 

Details provided in (12/2.01) 
J 

Functions 

• Audio-visual transmission 
facilities 
• Simultaneous translation 
systems 

Transmission and translation services 
depend on the extent and nature of 
function business—see 12/2.04 

Security 

• Room access control 
• Fire and smoke detection 
• Activation of alarms 
and defence systems 

• Space-access detection 
• Guard monitoring systems 
• Internal surveillance 

Security provisions include those 
required by legal or insurance require
ments for the general protection of 
guests, safety of occupants from fire, 
and security of premises. 
Detailed in (10/5.03 and 6.02) 

Staff communication I 
• Paging and personnel location 
• Time and attendance systems 
• Telautograph transmission 
• Telephone intercom 
and cod_ed dialling 

Engineering control 

• Automatic temperature 
and humidity regulation 
• Monitoring of energy or other 
consumption, performance data 
• Fault location, and automatic 
switch over facilities 
• Recording systems for 
maintenance planning 

Monitoring o( performance and 
regulation of engineering plant is an 
important feature of cost control. 
Alternative systems include: 

• Specific computerisation 
• Use of central computer capacity 
• Links with other systems, e.g. 
security 
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Equipment available Developments in USA 

Computer systems 

applied to 

• Registration 

• Accounting—front office 
and night audit 

• Guest history and information 

• Departmental sales collection 
• Telephone circuit board 
• Marketing analysis 
• Convention and function 
records 

• Travel agency accounting 
and analysis 

• General accounts and records 
• Purchasing and stock control 
• Maintenance—monitoring 
and regulation 

International reservation systems 
operated by airlines, travel agencies, 
etc., provide extension links to hotels. 
Most of the large hotel groups and 
co-operatives have computerised 
reservation facilities. Computers are 
increasingly used for information 
retrieval, accounting, stock control, 
monitoring performance, regulating 
and recording. 

Details of computer rooms and 
equipment are outlined in (12/4.04) 

Accounting equipment 

• Daily operating reports 
• City ledger 

• Accounts payable 
• Inventory and stock control 
• Payroll and related reporting 
• General ledger 
• Monthly financial and 
operational reporting 

Data processing equipment, including 
electronic accounting machines and 
mini computers may be specifically 
designed for accounting and financial 
control. Electronic cash registers 
working with central computer systems 
enable food and beverages to be 
directly charged to the guest's account 

Telephone systems 

• Ancillary control and 
branch exchanges 

• Intercom and local 
exchange systems 

• Ancilliary control and 
recording facilities 

• Telex system 
• Facsimile transmission 

Communications equipment in hotels 
and motels includes many auxiliary 
services and transmission links with 
data processing facilities 

Source: Hote l s , Motels and Condominiums, 
p . 214 & 215. 

COmOilNTION FACILITIES 

- two meeting rooms 
- four h o s p i t a l i t y su i t e s 
- exh ib i t space 
- storage space 
- cloakrooms, t o i l e t s , and powder 

rooms must be designed to meet 
peak periods of use 

- entrance foyer may serve for wai t ing , 
bar se rv ice , or soc ia l annex (one 
tenth to one th i rd of the main h a l l 
s ize) 

- sound systems 
- noise reduct ion 
- fu rn i tu re : t a b l e s , c h a i r s , s t ages , 

podium 
- ce i l ing height a t l e a s t 15 fee t 
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Key 
1 220V 10 amp 
2 Telephone 

3 380V 10 amp, 3 or 5 pin socket 

outlet 

4 380 V 60 amp 

5 Additional SOW loudspeakers 

locally boosting public address 

system 

6 Live track for 380V, 3 x 15 amp: 

suspension points at rate of 1 per 

10 phone, microphone or TV 

outlets 
7 Outlet for column loudspeakers 
8 Piped music 
9 Oatlct for mobile stage and 

auditorium lighting console, 
with telephone to performers' 
dressing rooms 

10 Control point with connection to 
television 

11 Auditorium lighting remote 

control 

12 Piped music remote control 
13 Slide projector remote control 
14 Control for lighting, movable 

partitions, and headphone 
connections in the various halls 

A I-plan: 54 places 
B Banquet: 112 places 
C Lecture or herringbone: 

108 places 
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Source : Hoi:els, Motels and Condominiums , 
p . 177. 
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OPERATIONAL 

laundries 

- storage for: bed linen, tableware, 
uniforms, towels 

- workspace for repair of linen 
- communication system 
- quantity of linen per occupied room 

10 lb. 
- washers , d rye r s , p r e s s , t a b l e s , 

c a r t s 

/«Jorkshop 

- furniture repair 
- furniture storage (2-3 sq. ft.) per 

room 
- spray painting, 2-3 air changes/ 

hour 
- Granolithic concrete flooring is 

essential 

Boiler room 

- two boilers should meet 75% of peak 
operating load 

- four week storage reserve 
- for economy of hot water circulation 

boiler location demands a central 
location 

- chimneys and flues need to be insu
lated 

Cooling Plant 

- two chilling units, capable of 
supplying 60-70% of the total load 

- cooling tower for each condenser 
to allow for maintenance shutdown 
without interruption 

- cooling towers create high levels of 
noise 

Locker Rooms 

- benches 
- showers 
- water closets 
- lockers 
- notice board 
- mirrors 
- provisions for temporary banqueting 

staff 
- lavatories 

11 
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AMENITIES 

>wimming Pool 

- landscaped pool may provide outdoor 
dining, entertainment and parties 

- soda fountain, ice cream 
- generates lots of noise, screening 
- provides a focus of interest, flood

lighting 
- separate pools for children and 

adults 
- standard pool sizes (50 x 25) for 

large hotels to (30 x 15) for small 
hotels 

- sheltered from prevailing cold winds 
and facing the sun 

Locker Rooms 

- showers 
- water closets 
- lockers 
- mirrors 
- benches 
- lavatories 

ll 
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'E>esigners of today's guest rooms might be 

'̂ ell to heed the words of New York Times 

architecture critic Ada Louise Huxtable 

^ho says she never approaches a trip re

quiring an overnight stay without a sinking 

leart. 'It's not that I won't be reason

ably comfortable ... basic things like beds 

md ice and Coke machines are the preoccu-

Dation of the American hospitality indus-

:ry. It's that I will be so depressed. It 

Ls not the impersonality or anonymity of a 

lotel room ... it is that one is forced 

Lnto a banal, standardized, multi-billion-

iollar world of bad colors, bad fabrics, 

)ad prints, bad pictures, bad furniture, 

)ad lamps, bad ice buckets, and bad waste-

)askets of such totally uniform and cheap 

consistency of taste and manufacture that 

>orax would be an exhilarating change of 

)ace.'" (Interiors, p. 97) 

THE PALACE HOTEL, San Francisco 1875 

An early example of an atrium hotel, 
the spacious central court supplied 
light and air to the interior rooms. 

7 stories, 800 rooms, 12' thick brick 
walls at the base, destroyed in the 
1906 earthquake. 

THE BRO\̂ ?N PALACE, Denver 1892 

Known for its large banquet and ball 
room 

9 stories 

PHOENIX OF ATLANTA 

The hotel is designed so that many 
different activities may take place 
at the same time in different loca
tions 

The upper level of the hotel is strict
ly for lobby traffic and totally sepa
rate room circulation for the conven
tion facilities on the lower level 

They separated the convention people 
from their coats and hats by a level 
change to delay the rush upon the 
service 

\ 
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Source: Architectural Record, May i-91^, 
p. 149. 

A convention hall ballroom has to be 
20 to 30 feet high, while the kitchen 
space has to only be 10 feet high. In 
the Atlanta hotel, they took the extra 
20 feet above the kitchen and used it 
as storage for the adjacent ballroom. 

In convention hotels, there is a large 
demand upon room service. So this 
hotel developed what they call a fly
ing kitchen; the idea was taken from 
an airline galley. In this case they 
put the galley in a large elevator. 
There is no limit to the elevator size 
you can build; hoisting machinery is 
basically the same. When room service 
gets the call, it is transmitted to an 
autowriter terminal in the elevator. 
A constantly revolving crew of waiters 
can deliver the order within ten min
utes to any room. 
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Source: Architectural Record, May i974, 
p. 149. 

A convention hall ballroom has to be 
20 to 30 feet high, while the kitchen 
space has to only be 10 feet high. In 
the Atlanta hotel, they took the extra 
20 feet above the kitchen and used it 
as storage for the adjacent ballroom. 

In convention hotels, there is a large 
demand upon room service. So this 
hotel developed what they call a fly
ing kitchen; the idea was taken from 
an airline galley. In this case they 
put the galley in a large elevator. 
There is no limit to the elevator size 
you can build; hoisting machinery is 
basically the same. When room service 
gets the call, it is transmitted to an 
autowriter terminal in the elevator. 
A constantly revolving crew of waiters 
can deliver the order within ten min
utes to any room. 
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They took a portion of the parking 
garage and applied electrical outlets 
to the columns and added hot/cold fan 
units to the space. So when an exhi
bition needs more space, the exhibit 
can be expanded through folding walls 
out on to the parking garage. 

is an enormous need for confer-
space in convention hotels. On 
econd floor only, they paired 
making the common wall a sliding 
tion. On the wall where they 
normally place the double bed, 
installed an updated version of 
Id pull-down bed. 

There 
ence 
the s 
rooms 
parti 
would 
they 
the o 

J 
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em@ 
CONVERTieue CONFERENCE SUITE 

Durce: Architectural Record, May 1974, 
p. 150. 

SHERATON HONG KONG HOTEL 

Large center city hotel 
6 stories of shops and restaurant 
grouped around a central atrium 

Swimming pool and bar on the roof 

HYATT REGENCY, Cambridge 

The hotel rejects the traditional 
notion of "procession" used in the de
sign of monumental spaces, instead 
bases its approach upon the "progres
sion of spaces." 

Human scale has been actively pursued 
by consistently proportioning of all 
design elements to a person's height 
and reach. 

The concern for scale on the first 
three floors has been most detailed. 
The patrons move about freely and with
out constraint. 

Two major positive consequences for 
the sleeping/living room. 

First, absence of the luggage rack and 
dresser permits a full furniture 
grouping - a sofa, chair, and cocktail 
table. 

Second, the convention patron may re
ceive visitors while one occupant is 
using the dressing room. 

II 
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ource: Interiors. Nov. 1978, p. 79. 

ESORT HOTEL FOR WALT DISNEY WORLD, 
rlando, Florida" 

An example of prefabricated hotel 
units, designed to fit in the frame
work of the structure. 

ETRQIT PLAZA HOTEL (Renaissance Center) 

Built by John Portman to revitalize 
the C.B.D. the complex does not create 
a link with the existing city and is 
taking away most of the retail business 
out of the complex. The project comes 
off like a snobby rich kid shying away 
from low-class neighbors. 

Within the building a confusing array 
of ramps, escalators, concrete spiral 
staircases, elevators, occupy the cen
tral arena to create a carnival atmos
phere . 

The large central atrium with water
falls, ponds, and oval pods for sit
ting draws large crowds and makes for 
an exciting atmosphere. 
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get there by car is the easiest thing in 
5 world Just follow any major freeway 
ading downtown and you run smack in 
>nt ot it when the freeway ends. Nothing 
luld be simpler, until you get out of your 

.A 
Photos Atexand'e Gporijps 

EL 

Durce: Progressive Architecture, p. 56 
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Suite Dreams 
A fantasy weekend at Dallas'most luxurious hotels 

by Carol Edgar 

A
SSUME YOU'RE CONFRON'TED with a stickv-
social dilemma. Your old college roommate. 
King Saud. is flymg into Dallas this weekend 
in his private '-C. che one equipped with the 
swivel chair that aiwa\-s faces east. He sa\'s he 
and his new .sweet thing want to drive over 
to Diamond Jim's to learn how to dance the 
Conon-Eyedjoe. 

Ordinarily, that would pose no problem. Just put him up in 
the guest room, as usual. But this time, the King's visit conflicts 
with a dinner party youVe scheduled, and most of the guests 
are radically opposed to his offbeat viewpoints on OPEC. 

Considering the potential for unfonunate repercussions dur
ing after-dinner small talk, you arrive at the painful conclusion 
that outside accommodations must be located for the King. 

Since multi-billionaires generally have a way of being inor
dinately picky over matters such as food and sleeping arrange
ments, vou're reluctant to stash the King in what serves :is the 
standard American home awav from home. These functional 
quarters are more suitable for recuperation from minor surgen-
than an evening of earnest passion. 

Fortunately, Dallas newest hotels are responding to the chal
lenge offered by the city's expanding (Continued on page 99J 
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GENCYCLUB; The Hyatt Regency Dallas ring of luxury accommodalions. called the 
Regency Club, is arranged etghl floors abate the Hyatt atnum. MuUi-

uts which incliidetivobi-level suites purvey an ufiderslaled appeal for the nonorisense executive traieier 1 The 
<iU. including dinner, breakfasl, the TV and incidentals such as parking: $63968. « Two-room suites are 
vely oufitted wUb tradilnnalfurnishings and contemporary accents. A tase of tiger lilies audits the guest on a glass 
;in the sitting room and within moments of your arrival, the Regenc}' Club concierge (on duty ln)m <i a m to 11 
t the phone to offer assistance. 1 Guests ordering dinner through room service can expect its delivenu-itbtn a 
mutes: at 10 p. m., a complimentary tray of fruit and cheeses. Afteruard. the guest can retire to aftr^run movie 
H's pay TV channel or enjoy complimentary cordials in the small Regency Club lounge ^ 
the elevator lobby (where the visitor will characteristically oi erhear a smorgasbord of foreign 
at adjoining tables). The lounge also offers a complimentary continental breakfasl and | 
rres in the evening along with its honorbar." 

tire to ajirst-run movie 

i$640 

TOWNHOUSE SUITE ':̂ S^S 
. . . . . . . . /Jul . u > . . , ^ . , . . . » . . . . . > .J . . r, . . . _ . 
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<i !iet I'tirti'ul<i <ler^' -.y^tcw one n, uUe.x-fkxl In loul,n thebimie'fa •n:,,,,nn,i,,.,is~,ur 
\ piiohly airpv!,,! araiuir stairca.fe /,•„,/,. to tur, iy,ln..ms llv ma.<ter >H;ir..„„ ,,,uippednth, 
huilt-in . "<a^ ,w.,lni,'riy,id ,„>ilamp j,ul .ivnilvr i,w<a i »(,-,„•<^tte recorder 1 ,fwr,„ 
hy,i •ki.«iMllis')>e •>i,is:.rhath oiilfitted m iAhir mirhle and French nlu,- liyliir^. 
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: a. $1160 

image as a parade ground for the well-heeled of six continents. 
This Is reflected in the reemergence of the luxurv >uite 

cozy retreats where dilettantish high rollers can pursue their 
fantasies to the fullest extent. 

Dallas' new glamour suites have been designed for the indi
vidual whose last concern might be the fact that the tab runs 
$1000 a day. And thats before the cork comes >rf the hrst 
magnum of Pol Roger. The\' are characterized bv furnishings 
like those on display behind velvet ropes in European castles, 
providing the guest with the impression that he is about to be 
served shern' in J. Pierpont .Morgan s Mrting room. 

This effea is enhanced by walls opulently festooned with 
paintings that could qualify for displav at special exhibits at the 
Dallas Museum of Fine Arts. 

The simple aa of dialing room ^erMce initiates a chain reac
tion of lavish attention. Meals arrive on multile\'el senine carts 
with hoc and cold dishes. 

Chantilly silver. Baccarat and Waterford hand-cut cr. stal. and 
Wedgwood bone china are standard accoutrements. The meals, 
which are in some cases prepared by chefs in specialized room-
service kitchens, rate with (and have been known to surpass) 
dining experiences available to patrons of this cip.' ^ best 
restaurants. 

Fresh flowers. Jacuzzi bubble baths, and eager concierges 
providing brandy, cigars, and ne.\'etu York Times and Tlx V(ai/ 
Street Journal... all of these become t\pical accessories for the 
pampered visitor 

Secretaries and translators are on call for the '̂ uest who must 
maintain contact with the financial nerve centers of the world. 

The overall result is a cavalcade of amenities which—while 
they might not quite satisfy the demands of a King Saud—would 
be perfectly satisfactory to his trust officer. » 

11 

Source: D. Magazine, pp. 94-99 . 
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BACKGROUND 

My goal was to create a hotel com

plex in an attractive urban setting with 

a variety of rich spatial views. In do

ing this I designed buildings to form 

the grand, exciting spaces out-of-doors; 

to attract the public into the complex. 

The hotel is planned in a way which eli

minates indoor stairs; by placing them 

outside, it makes them more accessible 

and convenient to vertical movement. 

The pryamidal form of the hotel is 

to lower the profile silhouette and mini

mize towering over the neighborhood. 

"High-rise living takes people away 

from the ground, and away from the casual 

everyday society that occurs on the 

sidewalks and streets and on the gardens 

and porches." (p. 116) 
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ISSUES 

1. Neighborhood Boundary 

"The strength of the boundary is 

essential to a neighborhood. If the 

boundary is too weak the neighborhood 

will not be able to maintain its own 

identificable character." (p. 87) 

Neighborhood shops, street cafe, 

corner grocery help to form the edge of 

neighborhoods. The location of my retail 

shops and cafe along Maple Avenue is an 

attempt to create an edge of the neigh

borhood. 



ACTIVITY NODES 

2. "Community facilities scattered in

dividually over the city do nothing for 

the life of the city. Studies of pede

strian behavior make it clear that people 

seek out concentrations of other people. 

To create these concentrations of 

people in a community, facilities must be 

grouped densely round very small public 

squares which function as nodes - with all 

pedestrian movement in the community or

ganized to pass through these nodes." 

(p. 164) 



3. Promenade: 

" ... assume now that there is an ur

ban area, subdivided into subculture and 

communities each with its boundaries. 

Each subculture in the Mosaic of Subcul

tures, and each Community of 7,000 has a 

promenade as its backbone. And each prome

nade helps to form Activity Nodes along its 

length, by generating the flow of people 

which the activity nodes need in order to 

survive. (p. 169) 

Further, even though the real reasons 

for coming might have to do with seeing 

people and being seen, people find it 

easier to take a walk if they have a "des

tination". This destination may be real, 

like a coke, shop or cafe, or it may be 

partly imaginary, "let's walk around the 

block." (p. 172) 



ORNAMENT 

The beauty of ornamentation works best 

if it's made in harmony with a function. 

"In fact, doors and windows are always 

important for ornament, because they are 

places of connection between the elements 

of buildings and the life in and around 

them." (p. 1150) 

"Search around the building, and find 

those edges and transitions which need em

phasis or extra binding energy. Corners, 

places where materials meet, door frames, 

windows, main entrances, the place where 

one wall meets another, the garden gate, a 

fence - all these are natural places which 

call out for ornament. 

Now find simple themes and apply the 

elements of the theme over and over again 

to the edges and boundaries which you de

cide to mark. Make the ornaments work as 

seams along the boundaries and edges so 

that they knit the two sides together and 

make them one." (p. 1151-1152) 
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SHIELDED PARKING 

"Large parking structures full of cars 

are inhuman and dead buildings - no one 

wants to see them or walk by them. At the 

same time, if you are driving, the entrance 

to a parking structure is essentially the 

main entrance to the building - and it 

needs to be visible." (p. 477) 
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BUILDING ORIENTATION 

The Bourgeois and Savoy terraces are 

oriented on a north south axis to allow 

sun light to cascade through the building 

creating pools of light across the land

scape. The Versailles terrace is orienta

ted to the views of Downtown, The build

ing edge of the Versailles creates a tran

sition to the entrance below. The lobby 

situated beneath this edge is built of 

glass walls to help orientate the guests 

to their surroundings. 

The mall acts as a link between the 

convention center and the retail shops by 

funneling the pedestrians to either desti

nation. While the shops on Maple Avenue 

help maintain the streetscape that is the 

edge of the Vineyard neighborhood. 
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EARLY SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS AND ELEVATION STUDIES 
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

"The air conditioning system for the ho

tel rooms is an all-water system. The all-

water systems are those with fan-coil types 

of room terminals to which is connected to 

a three-pipe water circuit. Ventilation is 

obtained through a chase over the adjoining 

hallway. 
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The retail shops utilize a self-contained 

refrigerant system which is located next to 

the air-conditioned space in a utility room. 

The convention center uses an air-water 

system supplied by a central chilling unit in 

the basement below. The chilling unit is a 

centrifugal machine with induction units at the 

conditioned space. 



STRUCTURAL 

The hotel rooms are built on a struc

tural platform of interwoven, vierendeel 

trusses. Beams penetrate through the open 

members of the vierendeel to support col

umns holding the waffle slab ceiling. The 

vierendeel structure beneath the rooms is 

interwoven for ornamental beauty and func

tion. While the ceiling is formed in a 

diamond shape waffle slab pattern that pene

trates the edges to make an ornamental lat

tice. 

These platforms of rooms are inter

locked with a larger vierendeel truss that 

is formed around the second story hallway. 

This hallway acts as the major support for 

the third floor; by spanning through the 

whole pryamid of terraces interlocking 

them. 
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The Exhibit Mall is made up of collec

tion of various spaces at different levels 

cascading down into the courtyard on the 

basement level. The exhibit rooms are struc 

turaly built with load bearing walls to sup

port the floors at intermittent levels. 
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